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the military units responsible for the conversion and upgrade of older f-16s include the 138th, 143rd, 190th, 142nd, and the 142nd. the 138th and 143rd use the f-16 block 40 to equip f-16s from other units. the other four units (142nd, 190th, 142nd) in 2004 built two f-16s for the usaf aerospace testing and technology program (attp). these two
f-16s were constructed in may 2004 and are currently being delivered to attp, based at edwards afb, calif. the two f-16s will be tested and evaluated to determine how well the upgrades meet the test criteria. one of the jets has already been delivered to attp and will begin testing in june. all six of the f-16 block 40s assigned to the 719th, 743rd,
815th, 822nd, 171st, and the 171st will be upgraded with the f-16c+e over the next several years. by september 2004, the entire f-16 inventory will be upgraded, f-16s will be able to meet the 2007 active ioc requirements. over the last five years, the coalition air forces contributed approximately 15,000 f-16 hours to the f-16 c+e test program.
heading into fiscal year 2005, the air combat command plans to increase its fleet of f-16s by 22 aircraft. all of the ang and air force reserve component (afrc) pilots flying the f-16 will receive the f-16o new fighter capability (nffc) technical evaluation package this year. the nffc is a comprehensive test program to evaluate the effectiveness of the
aircraft's electronic systems, avionics, and engines. the nffc will also investigate the aircraft's radar and electro-optical/infrared systems to demonstrate those systems' operational compatibility with the advanced multifunction displays and target illumination processing units. all of the ang and afrc planes will have to be modified to bring them

into line with the nffc requirements. in addition, ang f-16s will have to undergo 11 months of ground testing to validate their mission equipment compatibility with the new display and mission processing units.
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just when you thought the f-16 couldnt get any better, the air force announced the advanced f-16 falcon program. this was a second attempt at creating a single-seat, single-engine supersonic fighter, this time around using a true 2-dimensional swept wing. the wingspan is 103 ft (27 m) and the length is 66 ft (19 m). these include the advanced
f-16 combat development and test program (actd) and the advanced f-16 integrated avionics system (afias). the actd program is a big step towards tailoring the advanced f-16 to meet needs. the afias program focused more on avionics. this included the introduction of mission displays for the first time, such as a targeting map and a navigation
map. aircraft of the program were designated the f-16ca. air force chief of staff and air combat command commander general larry j. davis recently cited the results of an f-16 fleet survey in order to determine future f-16 aircraft needs. the air combat command chief of staff toured the ang based afrl's [air force research laboratory] robins afb,

ga., and has discussed the aerospace vehicle technology program (avp) activities. avp is the precursor to the air force's f-35 aircraft. as part of the avp, the f-16 entered a bench life-cycle test (blct) phase. the blct test will focus on a fundamental change of the f-16's life cycle: from a 7.5 hour combat mission to two and a half hours. the blct
results will be used to optimize the f-16s first mission of the new avp time slot. the time slot and accompanying operational plan (opp) officially opens in 2006. the avp is an umbrella program that includes the following programs: the upgraded f-16, the air combat command block 40 f-16 c+e, the air force promptable mk ii (prompt 2), and the

advanced technological aircraft growth program (a-tap). 5ec8ef588b
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